Abstract -Most of single frequency GPS receivers utilize low-quality crystal oscillators. If a lowquality crystal oscillator is utilized as the time reference of a GPS receiver, the receiver's clock bias grows very fast due to its inherent low precision and poor stability. To prevent the clock bias becoming too large, large clock jumps are intentionally injected to the clock bias and the time offset for clock steering purpose. The abrupt changes in the clock bias and the time offset, if not properly considered, induce serious accuracy degradation in relative differential positioning. To prevent the accuracy degradation, this paper proposes an efficient and systematic method to eliminate the undesirable clock jump effects. Experiment results based on real measurements verify the effectiveness of the propose method.
Introduction
Recently, real-time kinematic positioning by single frequency GPS receivers has gained many attentions due to its feasibility for low-cost traffic monitoring, formation flying, precision farming, and structure monitoring.
Rubidium and cesium oscillators are extensively utilized for the precise time synchronization among the GPS satellites since they provide stable and precise timing reference information. Most of commercial GPS receivers, however, utilize crystal oscillators such as temperature compensated crystal oscillators and ovenized crystal oscillators to reduce manufacturing cost.
If a low-quality crystal oscillator is utilized as the timing reference of a GPS receiver, the receiver's clock bias grows very fast due to its inherent low precision and poor stability [1] . To prevent the clock bias becoming too large, clock steering needs to be applied. Though there are differences depending on manufacturers and receiver types, clock steering methods usually adopt two popular methods. One is the continuous steering method [2] and the other is the clock jumping method [3, 4] . Since the clock jumping method requires relatively less hardware resource, it is adopted by many low-cost receivers.
This study is motivated during an attempt to develop a precise relative differential positioning algorithm based on low-cost GPS receivers. In testing a receiver, unacceptable large positioning errors were found periodically in sawtooth shapes as reported in [5, 6] . This phenomenon did not happen in testing high-quality geodetic-grade receivers. After tracing the source of the problem, it was found that the large positioning errors were synchronized with the abrupt changes in the receiver clock bias, which was caused by the clock jumping method adopted by the receiver firmware. Related to this problem, however, it was hard to find previous study results with detailed explanation or analysis. To expand the utilization of lowquality receivers, it is necessary to study this problem in a rigorous manner.
This paper proposes an efficient and systematic compensation method to eliminate the undesirable clock jump effects occurring in relative differential positioning with low-quality GPS receivers. Based on the finding that large clock jumps affect both the signal reception time and the signal transmission time, the proposed compensation method consists of two steps; reception time compensation and transmission time compensation.
To deal with this topic, this paper is organized as follows. At first, a typical clock steering mechanism which generates periodic clock jumps is explained. Secondly, compensation of the signal reception time is explained. Next, compensation of the signal transmission time is explained. Finally, through three different types of realmeasurement experiments, the effectiveness of the proposed compensation method is demonstrated.
Clock Steering
To facilitate the explanations from now on, it would be helpful to clarify three terminologies as shown in Fig. 1 ; time tag, time offset, and clock bias. The time tag indicates the estimated time instant when the measurements are sampled by the receiver. The time tag is decomposed into the integer part and the non-integer part. The non-integer fractional part of the time tag is called as the time offset.
The clock bias corresponds to the deviation of the receiver time reference from the GPS time reference. As widely known, the clock bias is usually considered as one of state variables to be estimated. In Fig. 1 , rec t and SPL indicate the clock bias sampled by the receiver and the speed of light, respectively. The fractional parts of the time offset and the clock bias are interchangeable to each other since both of them affect all the GPS measurements. They are equivalent by the opposite sign conventions.
GPS receivers embedding low-quality crystal oscillators usually adopt various clock steering methods. The clock steering methods are largely divided into two categories. One is the continuous steering and the other is the clock jumping. In the continuous steering, the clock bias is monitored and controlled continuously by a feedback mechanism so that it can be bounded within small ranges as shown in Fig. 2 . The continuous steering method is adopted by several high-quality geodetic-grade receivers.
In the clock jumping, the clock bias is monitored but not controlled. If the clock bias grows fast in one specific direction and reaches a pre-defined bound, an intentional large clock jump is applied in the opposite direction to prevent further growth. At the same time, to nullify the clock jump effects in the clock bias, the same amount of jump but in the opposite direction is applied to the time offset.
Fig. 2. Clock bias trend by continuous clock steering method
The clock jumping method, in general, causes two different types of misalignments in relative differential positioning; reception time misalignment (RTM) and transmission time misalignment(TTM). The RTM occurs when the time tags or the time offsets of the two receivers are not the same, which means that time tags are not exact integers. Meanwhile, the TTM occurs when the clock biases of the two receivers are different.
Compensation of Signal Reception Time
To deal with the RTM in more detail, it is necessary to classify clock jumps adopted by clock steering methods. Fig. 3 illustrates the time offset and the basic GPS measurements affected by the Type 4 clock jumps. In Fig.  3 , intermittent jumps can be found in the time offset trend at regular interval. The intermittent jumps can be divided into two categories whether the time offset can exceed a pre-defined bound or not after a jump in one specific direction is applied. If the time offset is not expected to exceed the pre-defined bound after a jump is applied in the negative (positive) direction as shown in Step 1 of Fig. 3 (b), no jump occurs in pseudorange measurements.
However, when the time offset is expected to exceed the pre-defined threshold value in the negative (positive) direction as shown in Step 2 in Fig. 3 (b), a positive (negative) jump value is applied instantaneously to the time offset to maintain the time offset with in the predefined threshold value. At the same time, the same amount of negative (positive) value is applied to all the pseudorange measurements to nullify the time offset change.
Considering the most complex Type 4 clock jumps, the compensation of the reception time misalignment is performed by two steps; time offset removal and jump synchronization. The time offset removal begins by intentionally setting the non-zero time offset contained in the time tag to the zero value [7] .
where the symbol " ⇐ " denotes substitution, , rec k t denotes the time tag, and , offset k t denotes the time offset at the k -th epoch, respectively. At the same time, since the time offset and the clock bias are equivalent and interchangeable by the opposite sign conventions, the following compensation algorithm is applied to the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements to maintain the clock bias magnitude.
where j k ρ and j k φ denotes the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements with respect to the j -th satellite at the k -th epoch, respectively. The compensation by (2) is applied to all the measurements with respect to the visible satellites.
As shown in Fig. (c) , some receivers do not show the same amount of clock jumps in the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements. It can make channel-wise fault detection or interpretation of the measurements difficult [8] .
To prevent the difficulty, the discrepancy in the jump magnitudes is eliminated in the jump synchronization after the time offset removal by (2) .
The jump synchronization utilizes the fact that the difference of jump magnitudes in pseudorange and carrier phase measurements are usually integer multiples of a unit jump magnitude. The unit jump magnitude depends on receiver type and can be determined by pre-processing a set of logged measurements. Once the unit jump magnitude is determined in advance, the following compensation can be applied in real-time.
Testing Clock Jump Occurrence :
Compensation of Clock Jump Effects :
where jump u denotes the unit jump magnitude, , jump k N denotes the incremental integer multiples, k N denotes the total integer multiples, and k m denotes the number of visible satellites at the k -th epoch. The compensation by (3) is also applied to all the measurements with respect to the visible satellites. Fig. 4 illustrates the clock bias (upper plot) and the measurement trends (lower plot) after the RTM compensation based on (1), (2) , and (3). It can be seen in Fig. 4 that the all the jumps occurring in clock bias, pseudorange, and carrier phase are synchronized, which corresponds to the Type 1 jump characteristics occurring in high-quality geodetic receivers. In Fig. 4 , the trend of corrected time offset is not depicted since it is maintained zero at all the time. 
Compensation of Signal Transmission Time
It is well known that differential clock bias can be eliminated by double-differencing technique. However, this 5 shows the geometry of two different pseudoranges sampled by two different receivers installed at the same location (zero baseline). For the given condition, all the error sources except the clock bias are the same. As shown in Fig. 5 , if the time tags of the two receivers are the same but the receiver clock biases are different, the difference in receiver clock biases generates a difference in signal transmission times, which causes the TTM. The TTM causes a large difference in the computed positions of the same satellite. The different satellite positions cause, in turn, the different LOS vectors as shown in Fig. 6 .
If the TTM is not compensated properly, receiver positioning errors become unacceptably large as will be shown later in the experiment. To investigate how the positioning accuracy deteriorates due to the TTM, all the time-related parameters need to be clarified. For this purpose, a pseudorange measurement obtained by the i -th receiver with respect to the j -th satellite at the k -th epoch is modeled as follows [9] . , , ,
) 
The geometric range , j i k r between the i -th receiver and the j -th satellite can be expressed as follows. , ,
By combining (5) and (6), the pseudorange measurements with respect to the j -th satellite obtained by both receivers can be modeled as (7) and (8), respectively. , ,
, , , 
In this case, it is necessary to consider more general geometry for relative differential positioning. For this purpose, Fig. 8 is utilized instead of Fig. 7 to analyze and compensate the TTM. Based on the geometry shown in Fig.  8 , a differential pseudorange measurement affected by a TTM can be modeled as follows. , , , 
As shown in (13) and (14), the compensated pseudorange and carrier phase measurements are related to the relative baseline ( ,
). To summarize, a large difference in clock biases between the user and reference receivers causes a TTM. The TTM, in turn, causes a large difference in LOS vectors. The large difference in LOS vectors finally causes a large error in user position estimation. To compensate the TTM, a correction term needs to be computed based on (12). If the correction term is applied to the differential pseudorange and carrier-phase measurements based on (13) and (14), the large positioning error caused by the TTM can be eliminated.
Experiment
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, three experiments were performed. Throughout all the experiments, data processing was applied in kinematic mode. For the compensation of undesirable clock jump effects, the time offset values were extracted at first from the reference and user receivers at each epoch as shown in Fig. 9 . Then, the proposed compensation method was applied to correct the time tag and the measurements.
For kinematic positioning, the position-domain carriersmoothed-code filter [10] was utilized since it can provide accurate position estimates in the presence of frequent changes in visible satellites and cycle slips. By the advantage, the effectiveness of the proposed compensation method can be depicted clearly.
To show the flexible applicability of the proposed method, three experiments with different configurations were performed; zero baseline, static medium baseline (39.3km), and kinematic short baseline. In these experiments, Septentrio PolaRx2e, NovAtel DL4-PLUS, ublox AEK-4T, and Trimble NetRS receivers were utilized. The clock steering methods of the receivers utilized in the experiments are summarized in Table 2 .
In the first experiment which corresponds to the zero baseline, a Septentrio PolaRX2e receiver and a u-blox AEK-4T receiver were utilized as the reference and user receivers, respectively. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 illustrate experiment results. Fig. 10(a) shows the clock bias trends of the two receivers. Both receivers adopt the clock jumping method to steer their internal clocks. As summarized in Table 2 , the Septentrio PolaRX2e receiver generates Type 1 clock jumps and the u-blox AEK-4T receiver generates the Type 4 clock jumps. To compensate the RTM occurring in Type 4 clock jumps, the compensation algorithm summarized in (3) was applied. Fig. 10(b) illustrates the position differences of the same satellite due to the TTM between the reference and user receivers. By comparing Fig. 10(a) and (b) , it can be seen that the satellite position differences are proportional to the clock bias differences. Fig. 10(c) and (d) show the trends of the elevation angle and the proposed correction term with respect to an arbitrary satellite, respectively. By comparing (b) and (d) of Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the time misalignment affects the satellite position differences. In addition, it can be seen that the satellite position differences and elevation angles affect the correction term. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show the positioning errors of the user receiver with respect to the locally-level NED frame before and after applying the proposed method, respectively. By comparing Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 11(a) , it can be verified that large differential clock bias generates large positioning errors. It can also be observed that the discontinuities of positioning errors shown in Fig. 11(a) are synchronized with the clock jumps shown in Fig. 10(a) . By comparing Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b) , it can be seen that the proposed compensation method eliminates the TTM effects properly. As a result, the maximum position error is reduced from 6 m to 0.02 m, approximately.
The second experiment corresponds to a medium static Fig. 9 . Data processing procedure for time misalignment compensation baseline case. In this experiment, the baseline length between the reference and user receiver is approximately 39.3 km. In this experiment, two Trimble NetRS receivers were utilized as the reference and user receivers, respectively. However, the reference receiver adopts the continuous clock steering method referencing external atomic clock and the user receiver adopts the clock jumping method, respectively. Fig. 12 illustrates the kinematic positioning results for the static baseline. Fig. 12(a), (b) , (c), and (d) illustrate the trends of the clock bias, the time offset, and the positioning error before and after the compensation, respectively. By comparing Fig. 12(a) and (b), it can be observed that the changes in clock bias are accumulated to the time offset since the user receiver adopts the clock jumping method. By comparing Fig. 12(b) and (c), it can also be observed that there is a strong correlation between the differential clock bias and the positioning error before the compensation. The mean and standard deviation of the positioning errors shown in Fig. 12 (c) and (d) are summarized in Table 3 , which shows that the proposed method practically eliminates the RTM and TTM effects even in the medium baseline case. It is also remarkable that cm-level accuracy can be achieved in horizontal plane utilizing low-quality L1 GPS receiver as a rover. The last experiment is purposed to evaluate the performance of the proposed method in kinematic applications. Fig. 13(a) shows the experiment area where the maximum baseline length between the reference and the user receivers is approximately 430 m. Fig. 13(b) shows baseline and velocity trends of moving vehicle. The experiment was performed for 33 minutes (2000 epochs).
In this experiment, a Septentrio PolaRX2e and a NovAtel DL4-PLUS were utilized as the reference and user receiver, respectively. The reference receiver adopts the clock jumping method which generates the Type 1 clock jumps and the user receiver adopts the continuous clock steering method as summarized in Table 1 .
In kinematic experiments, it is usually difficult to provide accurate reference trajectory. To solve this problem, the integer solutions generated by two different software packages were utilized for consistency check. Fig. 14 shows the kinematic experiment results. Fig. 14(a) illustrates the clock bias trends. Fig. 14(b), (d) , and (f) show the error distance profiles with respect to the locallylevel NED frame. Fig. 14(c) , (e), and (g) illustrate the reference trajectory by the integer solutions, the estimated trajectory before the compensation, and the estimated trajectory after the compensation, respectively. By comparing Fig. 14(a), (b) , (d), and (f), it can be observed again that large positioning errors are caused by large differential clock biases as in the previous experiments. The large differential clock biases shown in Fig. 14(a) are caused by the frequent clock jumps occurring in the reference receiver that adopts the clock jumping method.
Until now, three different experiment results were explained. According to the diversities of the experiments in terms of receiver type, baseline length, and receiver dynamics, it can be verified that the proposed RTM and TTM compensation method are quite effective for many practical applications of low-cost GPS receivers.
Conclusion
In this paper, an efficient compensation method to eliminate the effects of abrupt clock jumps appearing in low-quality GPS receivers was proposed. It was explained that abrupt clock jumps appear differently due to different clock steering methods adopted by receivers. To deal with the clock jumps that affect both the time offset and the clock bias, which are interchangeable with the opposite sign conventions, the proposed compensation method consists of two steps against the reception time misalignment and the transmission time misalignment. During the compensation of the reception time misalignment, apparent non-zero time offset values are removed and the discrepancy in the pseudorange and carrier phase jumps is rectified. During the compensation of the transmission time misalignment, large differences in line-of-sight vectors caused by satellite position differences are compensated. By three different experiments, it was shown that the proposed compensation method is quite effective in eliminating the undesirable clock jumps effects (Table 4) . 
